Essential for aspiring and outstanding teachers and leaders

Growing MINDSETS Convention

Osiris Educational’s
Growing MINDSETS Convention

How to become a Growth Mindsets School

- How to create a programme that places growth mindsets in the classroom and staffroom
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- Practical ways to ensure pupils value hard work, practice, struggle and failure

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

Dr Angela Duckworth
Associate Professor
Department of Psychology
University of Pennsylvania

Professor Barry Hymer
Professor of Psychology in Education, University of Cumbria

Ready for the next step?

A Mindssets Intervention will place growth mindsets at the heart of whole-school pedagogy and practice. Call 01790 755 787 or go to www.osiriseducational.co.uk/mindsets to find out more.
Growing MINDSETS Convention

You know the theory, now it’s time to put it into practice.

Attend inspirational keynotes and practical workshops to ensure you know exactly how to implement Carol Dweck’s theory straight away.

Hear from schools that have already started their growth mindset journey.

Discover how they have:
- Everyone speaking the language of mindsets, from the classroom to the staffroom
- Embraced the power of ‘yet’ in the classroom
- Encouraged growth mindsets in all learners

“Mindsets will become all you ever talk about.”

Leave with a complete growth mindset toolkit:
- Techniques to create independent, motivated and resilient learners
- Ways to ensure all feedback feeds a growth mindset
- Promote the power of believing that anyone can improve and watch everyone improve
- Transfer the focus from teaching to learning
- Build a growth mindset ethos in your school

Conference Speakers

Dr Angela Lee Duckworth
Associate Professor of Psychology at the University of Pennsylvania

Angela is the leading researcher in non-IQ competencies, including self-control and grit, being a predictor for achievement. She has founded a non-profit summer school for low-income children and, for five years, was a maths teacher.

Professor Barry Hymer
Professor of Psychology in Education at the University of Cumbria

Barry is an expert practitioner and has been working with teachers and other educators to apply mindset theory in all phases of education for 15 years. In recent years, he has led several one-year growth mindset interventions in schools across England.

Also speaking:
- Mindsets Intervention Trainers Durrington High School
- Case Study School Upton Cross Primary School

“... it will send a clear signal that our young people are being better prepared than ever before to lead tomorrow’s Britain.”
- Alan Way, Physics teacher

Prices (+VAT)

1st delegate rate £549
2nd delegate rate £499
To enquire about a group booking discount please call 01790 756 756

Prices include: refreshments, lunch, CPD certificate, conference materials and post-conference online support
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